
 

 
SOUTHERN OCEAN LODGE 

SEAL BAY SUNRISE EXCLUSIVE  

 
An exclusive sunrise excursion to Seal Bay Conservation Park - home to Australia’s third largest colony of sea lions 
- where a walk among the ‘locals’ offers an experience reminiscent of the Galapagos. 
 
 

AN EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGE  

 
The Australian sea lions at Seal Bay are living the Australian lifestyle – a great seafood diet, stretching out on a 
white sandy beach before heading out for a quick surf. The colony of around a thousand animals live on the beach 
year-round and are accustomed to visitors, but only a privileged few may enjoy the encounter at sunrise. 
 
A pre-dawn departure from the lodge offers guests a once-in-a-lifetime experience as the day breaks over the 
ocean and the sea lions emerge from the protection of the sand-dunes and head to the beach. Private access to 
Seal Bay is guaranteed, promising a tranquil and unforgettable experience with the resident sea lions. It’s an 
extraordinary experience to walk among the colony and observe these wild animals in their natural habitat with  
no-one else in sight. 
 
Throughout the tour, the Lodge guide shares an informative commentary providing insight to the mammal’s unique 
breeding cycle and the ongoing research programs conducted on site. After the personal-meets-nature encounter, 
travel to nearby Bales Beach where a gourmet breakfast feast set among the dunes will be waiting, a satisfying 

antidote to the early start.   
 
 

DETAILS  
 
Tariff: $1,400 for 1-6 guests Additional Persons: $150 per guest. Timing: Depart lodge at 6am; return by 10am. 
 
 

WHAT TO BRING  
 
Camera, warm/weather proof clothing (just in case), enclosed footwear, hat, sunglasses and sunscreen. 
 
 

TERMS & CONDITIONS  
 
This bespoke experience requires advance booking (minimum 2 weeks). As an exclusive activity with only one 
group permitted at Seal Bay at this time per day, bookings are subject to availability.  Full prepayment is required 2 
weeks prior to the tour date.  The experience is operated subject to weather conditions. 


